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How do you make excellent even better?

There are quite a few important differences between the old and the new models. The first is a
redesign of the rocker arms and frame in the pivot pin area. We widened the cross-section, to
decrease the side leverage applied to the rocker arms by the wheels when taking off and
turning hard. Doing this allowed us to add material in critical high-stress areas. It also widened
the spring contact area of the rocker

arm and the spring. This increased the resistance of the spring, making the ride firmer, with
better stability and front to rear balance.

We also added material to the center section of the frame to lessen lateral torque, or twisting.
Knowing we would be using the same hardware on the medium and large sizes, we went ahead
and increased the diameter of the pivot pin, too.

Basically, we upgraded the medium frame to accommodate the 325 Lb. plus skaters that wear a
size 10 or less. Except for the hardware, the large frame is even beefier where we thought it
might need it.

Tests of our most recent model have proven the chassis is practically indestructible and can
take impacts that would totally destroy an aluminum chassis.
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The remaining major change was in the material the product is made from. We've found a
plastic formula that is much more resistant to stress and heavy impact than that used in the old
model.

Between the design modifications and the new plastic, we have succeded, better than our
expectations, in improving the performance and durability of a product that was already way
beyond its competition.

This doesn't mean it won't get even better in the future. But, it does mean that this frame will not
only outperform anything else on the market, it'll probably outlast the boots it's mounted on and
have still some resale value.
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